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The Extra Point  
by Jerry Roberts

# 93      Irritants in the Workplace
In some of the jobs I’ve had there were things 
that were a nuisance, that sometimes 
interrupted my laser-like focus and could 
(gasp) affect my performance. I’m Jerry 
Roberts and we should talk about that, today, 
on The Extra Point. 


Are there some things that bug you on the 
job? Are there some people who are just 
oblivious to the discomfort they bring to 
coworkers? I have six to share today. There 
were more but these will get us going.


1. I worked in a place where an associate used 
the speaker phone exclusively. For every 
phone call, business, personal, it didn’t matter. 
Further, the speaker was jacked up to its 
loudest setting and she was loud talking into 
it. Everybody would hear both sides of these 
loud conversations. All day long. 


We gave hints, we asked her to stop, and she 
said she needed both hands free to grab 
documents and pull up pages on the 
computer while talking. It was baloney. Finally, 
we had to get the IT guy to disable the 
speaker on her phone. 


2. People who share TMI — too much 
information — about personal stuff. I’m sorry 
you had gastric disorders last night, but I don’t 
want to hear a play-by-play description of 
what you ate and what happened after that. 


3. Making and/or eating incredibly smelly food. 
Raise your hand if you’ve been a victim of this. 
Perhaps I can position this delicately and add 
a small request. We all have different tastes in 
food and some run to the exotic. Viva la 
difference! That said, if you know that your 
lunch would force an entire village into gas 
masks, don’t bring it to work and open it up in 
an enclosed area. Thank you.


And in case you didn’t know, those 
outrageous smells in the microwave have a 

half-life of 500 years. Scrub all you want, they 
ain’t coming out. 


4. Taking care of personal hygiene at your desk. 
No, I’m not going to be specific. If you’ve seen 
it you know what I’m talking about. There’s a 
restroom at work. Please use it.


5. Blatantly sucking up to the boss. Requires

no explanation. People hate it, don’t do it.


6. Uninvited people, doing inappropriate stuff. 
This could be an entire Extra Point. I was 
managing a company in LA and there was this 
guy who worked a few floors down and he’d 
visit, too often, talking to the ladies. He had a 
Sony Walkman on every time I saw him, 
headphones blasting, and he was a huge 
Michael Jackson fan. Billie Jean’s not my…you 
know what I’m talking about. He’d come in our 
office, doing his impression of Michael, right 
down to the “hee hee,” snapping his fingers 
and practicing his Moonwalk (badly, by the 
way). One day, doing this, he grabbed 
himself…in the same place that Michael used 
to grab himself. And I said, “Dude, you can’t do 
that here. Nobody wants to see you do that.” 
He got upset and told me that it wasn’t a true 
Michael Jackson impression unless he 
punctuated it by grabbing himself. So I invited 
him to practice his punctuation someplace else. 
I don’t think he ever forgave me.


Okay, you got stuff that happens where you

work or maybe on a past job? Tell Ray Gibson.  


That’s The Extra Point. Get out there and 
make something good happen today. For 93.3 
and the Ray Gibson Show, I’m Jerry Roberts. 


###


For information on training and consulting 
services from Jerry Roberts, please click this 
link:  guamtraining.com 
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